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underlying the genesis of pro-arrythmogenic early-afterdepolarization,
delayed-after-depolarization
and
spontaneous release of [Ca2+]i leading to erratic wave
propagations in cardiac tissues [7-8]. In cardiac models of
pacemaking SAN cells, bifurcation analyse has also been
used to obtain insights into the mechanisms of cardiac
pacemaking activities [11-16]. In mathematical models, it
has been shown that various parameters of the models,
and in particular ion channel conductances, have
considerable effects on modulating the characteristics of
pacemaking APs, such as the cycle length (CL; the time
interval between two successive APs), the maximal
diastolic potential (MDP) and overshoot (OS). A
bifurcation analysis helps to reveal the influence of
individual ion channels on pacemaking activities.
The aim of this study was to use one-parameterbifurcation analysis to study the functional roles of the
maximal channel conductances of the L-type Ca2+
channels coded by isoforms of Cav1.2 (ICaL,1.2) and
Cav1.3 (ICaL,1.3) on murine pacemaking APs. To this end,
a continuous variation in the maximal channel
conductances of ICaL (gCaL,1.2 and gCaL,1.3) was carried out
in the bifurcation analysis, to evaluate the functional role
of ICaL on the emergence and annihilation of pacemaking
APs, and its impacts on modulating AP’s CL, MDP and
OS. Parameter value ranges of the gCaL,1.2 and the gCaL,1.3
essential for generating and/or annihilating pacemaking
activity were identified.

Abstract
In this study, we used the bifurcation analysis
technique to study the functional roles of the maximal
channel conductace of the L-type calcium channel coded
by isoforms of Cav1.2 and Cav1.3 in a novel
mathematical model of murine sinoatrial node (SAN)
cells. A continuous variation in the maximal channel
conductance of ICaL (gCaL,1.2 and gCaL,1.3) was carried out
to reveal the emergence and annihilation of pacemaking
action potentials (APs), changes in AP’s cycle length,
maximal diastolic potential and overshoot. Parameter
value range of the channel conductances essential for
generating or annihilating pacemaking APs were
identified. Our data demonstrates that the L-type calcium
channel current contributes to cardiac pacemaking APs,
especially during their diastolic and up-stroke
depolarization phases.

1.

Introduction

The initiation and control of the heart excitation
rhythm is controlled by a special region of the heart, the
sinoatrial node (SAN), cells of which generate
spontaneous and rhythmic electrical action potentials
(APs) [1]. Though a larger amount of experimental data
have been obtained from voltage-clamp experimentations
about the kinetics of ion channels of the SAN cells
responsible for producing auto-rhythmic and spontaneous
pacemaking APs, the specific role of each of the
individual ion channels in generating cardiac pacemaking
APs is not completely understood yet [1-2].
Bifurcation analysis [3-6] provides a useful tool to
analyse parameter-dependent functions of a biological
system, and therefore, can be used to elucidate the
functional role of individual ion channels in contributions
to APs of cardiac models [7-16]. So far several tools have
been developed for bifurcation analysis, and have been
applied to cardiac cell models. In cardiac models like
atrial and ventricular cells, bifurcation analysis has
assisted in understanding the ionic mechanisms
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2.

Methods

A mathematical model for the electrical APs of central
murine SAN node cells developed by Kharche et al. [17]
was used for this study. The model was based on and
validated against experimental data obtained from murine
SAN cells at ionic channel and cellular AP levels, and
incorporated molecular bases for pacemaking APs
[18,19]. Recently, it has been improved to incorporate
comprehensive pacemaking mechanisms of the
“membrane clock” and “Ca2+ clock” mechanisms [20].
With the model [17], we implemented the well-
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bifurcation structure with gCaL,1.2 being around the vicinity
of its normal physiological value (i.e., around 0.8x10-2
S; the points that connected by dark red dashed line in
Figure 1B). Our results show that the bifurcation begins
at 0.2x10-2 S, which enabling the model to transfer from
a steady state to a stable oscillation state. The oscillation
state terminates at 1.44 S (Figure 1A), enabling the
model to transfer from a stable oscillation state back to a
stable steady state. With gCaL,1.2 greater than the
bifurcation point (0.2x10-2 S), an increase of gCaL,1.2 is
first accompanied by a decrease in the oscillation
frequency of the model solution (i.e., a decrease in the
pacing rate of APs), but then followed by an increase in
the oscillation frequency as shown in Figure 1C. This is
attributable to the fact that ICaL is a primary factor that
contributes to both of the upstroke velocity of
pacemaking APs and the duration of the AP (APD). With
an increase in gCaL,1.2, there is an increase in both of the
upstroke velocity and the APD. While the former tends to
speed up the pacemaking rate, but the effect of the latter
is to slow it down. A complicate interaction between the
two processes determines whether the pacemaking rate is
increased or decreased. When the value of gCaL,1.2 is
greater than 1.5 µS, the model solution reaches to a
quiescent state, indicating a transition of the model
solution from a limit cycle (LC) state to a stable steady
state. This may be attributable to the imbalance between
the depolarizing inward current provided by ICaL and the
repolarizing outward current provided by potassium
channels. As a result, the amplitude of AP gradually
decreases while the maximal diastolic potential is
elevated. An elevation in the maximal diastolic potential
inhibits a fully complete activation of ICa,L, which
contributes to the dumping oscillation of the model
solution, leading to a stable steady state.
Around the left Hopf bifurcation (HB) point (i.e., the
lower HB point), the bifurcation structure shows bistability (i.e., in the range of gCaL,1.2 from 0.2x10-4 S to
0.2x10-1 S, Figure 1A and B). This suggests that if
gCaL,1.2 falls into this value range, the system will be in
stable steady state or in a stable oscillation state, purely
depending on the initial conditions of the state variables
of the model. This is the feature of subcritical HB
process. In such a case, if a strong enough perturbation is
applied to the model, the model may transfer from a
steady-state to a LC state, or vice versa. It is of note that
this parameter range is close to the physiological value of
gCaL,1.2, indicating the functional impacts of an external
disturbance on modulating cardiac pacemaking APs.
Around the right HB point (i.e., the higher HB point), the
bifurcation structure does not show such a bi-stability, but
with the feature of a super-critical HB process. When the
value of gCaL,1.2 is around this region, the system will
remain in a stable oscillation state or a stable steady state
and the model solution is insensitive to a small
perturbation.

Figure 1. Bifurcation structure for parameter gCaL,1.2. (A)
Bifurcation structure of gCaL,1.2. Different system states
are demonstrated by different color lines: stable steady
state (blue line), unstable steady state (red line), stable
oscillation state (thick green line), unstable oscillation
line (thin dark green line). The inset shows the AP of the
state marked by dark red points. (B) Enlarged region
marked by a dark red box in (A). Insets show the AP
marked by dark red points. (C) Frequency of the
oscillation state shown in (A) when gCaL,1.2 is varied.
established continuation algorithms embedded in AUTO
[3-7] to compute the steady state, bifurcation point, and
bifurcation branches of the solutions of the model with
the maximal channel conductances of ICaL,1.2 (gCaL,1.2) and
ICaL,1.3 (gCaL,1.3) being continuously varied. As the Kharche
et al. model of murine central SAN cell [17] contains
[Ca2+]i handling mechanism that are much slower as
compared to the ionic channel kinetics and the time
course of membrane APs, in numerical experimentations,
we have removed the slow [Ca2+]i handling mechanisms
from the model because the continuation algorithms
require the initial state of the model to be highly stable or
highly periodic. Therefore, in the model, we set the ionic
concentrations of [Ca2+]i to a constant value of 100 nM. It
is of note that such modifications did not alter
significantly the characteristics of the simulated APs.

3.

Results

Figure 1 presents the results of bifurcation analysis of
the model associated with a continuous variation of the
parameter value of gCaL,1.2. As experimental data suggests
that the normal physiological value of gCaL,1.2 in the
central murine SAN cells is around 0.8x10-2 S, therefore,
in the bifurcation analysis, gCaL,1.2 was varied in a range
from 0 to 2.0 S. Figure 1A illustrates the traced
bifurcation cascades for the whole parameter range of
gCaL,1.2 (0 – 2.0 S), while Figure 1B highlights the local
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confirms the important role of ICaL coded by Cav1.3 as
one of the primary factors contributing to the genesis of
pacemaking APs. It is also shown that with an increase of
gCaL,1.3, the amplitude of AP gradually decreases. This is
attributable to the elevation of the MDP (similar to the
case when gCaL,1.2 is increased), that inhibits the full
activation of ICaL, resulting in a decrease in the upstroke
velocity of APs and therefore their amplitudes. However,
the higher (i.e, the right) HB point of gCaL,1.3 is
dramatically different to that of the gCaL,1.2. As shown in
Figure 2A, the right HB point of the gCaL,1.3 bifurcation
structure is subcritical, rather than that of super-critical of
the gCaL,1.2 bifurcation structure. Therefore, at both of the
left and right HB points of the gCaL,1.3 bifurcation
structure, the model solution is bi-stable. The identified
parameter range of gCaL,1.3 for the left bi-stability region is
from 0.0137 S to 0.136 S; and for the right bi-stability
region is from 1.123 S to 1.572 S (see the dark green
thin line in Figure 2A and B). Thus the normal
physiology value of gCaL,1.3 (0.0237 S) is within the left
bi-stability regionFigures can fit across both columns if
necessary.

Figure 2. Bifurcation structure for parameter gCaL,1.3. (A)
Traced bifurcation structure with a continuous variation
of gCaL,1.3. Different system states are demarcated by
different color lines: stable steady state (blue line),
unstable steady state (red line), stable oscillation state
(thick green line), unstable oscillation line (thin dark
green line). The inset shows the AP of the state marked
by dark red points. (B) Enlarged parameter region marked
by the dark red box in (A). Insets show the AP marked by
dark red points. (C) Frequency of the oscillation state
shown in (A). Thick green line presents stable oscillation,
and thin dark green line presents unstable oscillation.

4.

Conclusions

In this study, we have used bifurcation analysis
techniques to study the functional role of gCaL,1.2 and
gCaL,1.3 in cardiac pacemaking APs. Our results show that,
though coded by distinctive isoforms, both types of ICaL
(i.e., ICaL,1.2 and ICaL,1.3) plays important roles in
generating cardiac pacemaking APs. Our mathematical
analysing results are consistent with experimental data,
which shows that blocking ICaL by pharmacological
agents abolishes pacemaking APs [1, 17,18].
However, our findings also show that the functional
roles of ICaL,1.2 and ICaL,1.3 are different. From the
bifurcation analysis, it is shown that ICaL,1.3 contributes to
diastolic depolarization. Reducing ICaL,1.3 slows down the
diastolic depolarization, leading to a marked negative
chronotropic effect. However, ICaL,1.2 contributes to the
upstroke of AP, and provides depolarization current
maintaining the AP plateau during the repolarization
phases. Reducing ICaL,1.2 produces a reduced maximal
upstroke velocity and OS of APs. It also abbreviates the
APD of APs.
The functional differences between ICaL,1.3 and ICaL,1.2
may be attributable to their distinctive channel properties
[18,19]. It has been shown that ICaL,1.3 activates at more
negative membrane potential and also has more negative
steady-state activation (by ~ 15 mV) and inactivation (by
~ 10 mV) in respect to ICaL,1.2. The measured activation
threshold potential of ICaL,1.3 is about ~ -50 mV and peaks
at -10 mV, which are more negative than those of ICaL,1.2
(activation threshold: -20 mV; I-V peak: +10 mV). As
ICaL,1.3 has a low activation threshold, which falls in the
potential range of diastolic depolarisation phase, its

Similar bifurcation analyses were also performed to
elucidate the functional role of gCaL,1.3 on modulating the
pacemaking APs. Results are shown in Figure 2. As
experimental data suggests that the physiological value of
gCaL,1.3 in the central murine SAN cells is around 0.2x10-2
S, therefore, in numerical experimentations, gCaL,1.3 was
varied between a value range of 0 – 2.0 S. Figure 2A
shows the traced bifurcation cascades with a continuous
change of gCaL,1.3, and Figure 2B highlights the
bifurcation structure with the value of gCaL,1.3 being at the
vicinity of a normal physiological value (the points
marked by dark red dashed line in Figure 2B). Our data
show that the bifurcation begins at gCaL,1.3=0.136 S,
marking the point for the system to transfer from a stable
steady state to a stable oscillation state. However, the
oscillation solution terminates at gCaL,1.3=1.123 S. At this
point the model solution transfers from a stable
oscillatory solution to a stable steady state (see Figure
2A). During the parameter range of 0.136 - 1.123 S, an
increase in gCaL,1.3 is accompanied by an increase in the
frequency of the oscillatory solution, indicating the
acceleration of the pacemaking activity (Figure 2C). This
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activation provides an important component of
depolarizing current modulating pacemaking rates.
However ICaL,1.2 has a high activation threshold, which
falls in the range of AP during the upstroke and the
following repolarization phases, thus its activation
provides a depolarizing current modulating the overshoot
and sustaining the plateau of the action potential. The
simulation results provide a solid evidence to support the
hypothesis that ICaL,1.3 and ICaL,1.2 are functionally different
in generating and controlling cardiac rhythms due to their
distinctive channel kinetics and properties.
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